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Connections between Trade Policy and Migration

A Sphere of Action for the EU
Trade agreements can contribute to long term development — and thus to addressing the causes of flight and migration — as long as they consistently pursue sustainable development and real market opening.

The latest theoretical and empirical findings highlight the enormous complexity of the relationship between trade and migration. Other factors (such as war, economic crisis etc.) often play a larger role as triggers of migration than trade policy and trade agreements.

One aspect is incontestable: Migration always has a positive effect on trade flows.

Conversely, the effect of trade agreements on migration is sometimes positive, sometimes negative: If they lead to increasing per capita income they may temporarily stimulate migration. A certain level of income is required before people are able to emigrate at all.

Using trade agreements to create legal migration opportunities in the area of services reduces the incentive for irregular migration. This question is especially relevant for the EU, as it faces the looming problem of labour shortages in the ageing societies of its member states.

Ecological and social aspects of investment and trade should be better integrated in all free trade agreements. South Africa and the countries of North Africa offer the greatest potential to expand market access. The EU has already completely opened its markets to most sub-Saharan countries.

The respective policy instruments for trade and migration need to be better coordinated in order to reduce the contradictions between them and to address justified concerns about uncontrolled immigration.
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Issues and Recommendations

Connections between Trade Policy and Migration. A Sphere of Action for the EU

The political debate about migration and flight touches on all spheres of policy. To what extent can policy contribute to stemming migration flows? Or does it function as a catalyst or even a trigger? These questions also apply to trade policy, even if there has been almost no research to date into the connection between trade policy and migration with respect to “combating the causes of refugee movements”. One reason for this is that neoclassical international trade theory posits a clear and unambiguous relationship between the two: trade leads to wage convergence and this lessens the incentive to migrate. However, more recent theories and empirical observations both suggest that the relationship is a great deal more complex. Another hindrance to research is that the effects of trade policy instruments are almost impossible to isolate from other factors, such as internal and external circumstances, wars, climate change, economic crises etc.

One relationship is uncontested: Migration always has a positive effect on trade flows, increasing exports and imports especially in the receiving country. A second is more ambivalent: it is assumed that international trade reduces the causes of migration in the long term, by contributing to economic growth and thus to sustainable development. This does not mean, however, that trade and growth necessarily and automatically reduce migration movements. Research into the “migration hump” shows that growth in poor countries initially spurs migration, with a reduction coming only after a minimum income threshold has been crossed. Moreover, trade liberalisation only generates economic growth under specific conditions. Whether trade liberalisation encourages or deters migration thus depends largely on the specific details of trade policy and free trade agreements: Are they appropriate to the country’s level of development and economic structure? Do they rapidly increase exports while setting limits to negative structural change? What are their effects on internal distribution issues? Do they contribute to raising social and ecological standards in the long term? Are there accompanying reforms in other policy areas?
At the same time, trade policy has itself become an instrument for enabling legal migration. The cumbersome designation for this is “supply of services by natural persons”, introduced in 1995 when the member states of the World Trade Organisation agreed on this as one of four forms of international trade in services. The European Union has a growing interest in this area, where it hopes that concessions can win it better market access outside of Europe (for goods as well as services). Other motives are also involved: the expectation that possibilities for legal migration will help to make irregular migration less attractive, as well as the EU’s vital interest in securing the long-term labour resources needed by the ageing societies of its member states. Trade policy offers a channel for pursuing these objectives. One reason why it has rarely been used to date is that trade agreements lack instruments for dealing satisfactorily with the non-economic and societal concerns of destination countries in connection with migration questions. The instruments of migration policy devote much greater attention to these. It is therefore obvious to more closely link together the instruments of trade and migration policy. But migration should not be subject to conditionality in trade agreements, such as obligations to take back irregular migrants. That would fundamentally undermine the actual objectives of trade agreements.

If one examines the European Union’s trade policy instruments for Africa against that background, several conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, it is important to grant African states access to the EU market for products that they are actually capable of exporting. Although most countries in Sub-Saharan Africa already enjoy free access to the EU market, there is room for improvement in relation to South Africa and the North African states. Secondly, trade agreements must seek to promote sustainable economic growth in the partner countries. Whether the EU’s economic partnership agreements (EPAs) with African states offer adequate and sufficiently flexible responses to negative effects of trade liberalisation remains to be seen in the course of their implementation. Aid for trade can contribute to increasing exports and supporting their development effects. Thirdly, development goals need to be addressed more earnestly in trade agreements with North African states; the EPAs can serve as a model in some respects. Fourthly, future deepenings of the agreements offer opportunities to foreground the social and ecological aspects of trade and production.

Fifthly, legal possibilities for migration can be created through trade agreements in the area of services. A meaningful linkage of the instruments of migration and trade policy would be helpful, as would closer cooperation with the private sector.
The so-called “refugee crisis” of 2015 pushed the topic of migration to the top of European political agenda. Since then all policy areas have been up for scrutiny. To what extent do they contribute to addressing the causes of forced displacement or, conversely, encourage people to leave their homeland? The underlying question here is that of coherence between migration policy and other policy areas. Discussion is especially intense around trade policy, as a sphere of globalisation that is known to produce losers as well as winners. Fundamentally, the relationships between international trade and cross-border labour migration are elementary to macro-economic theory.

Trade theory makes no distinction between different forms of migration. When discussing the connections with trade, this study uses the International Organisation for Migration’s definition of migration: “The movement of persons away from their place of usual residence, either across an international border or within a State.” Here, however, the discussion is confined to international migration. More specific manifestations are introduced where relevant and necessary, in particular legal labour migration under international agreements. To address the deficits of international trade theory — whose narrow assumptions exclude important aspects of the possible relationships between trade and migration — the investigation is enriched with analytical thoughts and empirical observations.

Trade and Migration in Economic Theory

Wage differentials between countries create an economic incentive for labour migration: the greater the gap, for example between developing and industrialised countries, the stronger the incentive. Neoclassical international trade theory, established by David Ricardo at the beginning of the nineteenth century, assumes that trade between countries reduces wage differentials. According to Ricardo, trade is based on national productivity differences that narrow as the respective economies specialise in line with their comparative cost advantages. Paul Samuelson and Ronald Jones expanded the model in 1971 to take account of multiple production factors: strong exporting sectors gain through trade, while sectors that are competing with imports lose. The Heckscher-Ohlin model, developed in the mid-twentieth century by Bertil Ohlin and Eli Heckscher, on the other hand, treats countries’ different production factor endowments as the sole source of international trade. In their understanding trade brings gains to the owners of the factors in which the country is rich, while the owners of scarce factors lose out. The difference to Samuelson and Jones is that the specificity of a factor is generally temporary in nature, while the fundamental endowment — of labour, land, capital — is permanent.

2 International Organization for Migration (IOM), Key Migration Terms, https://www.iom.int/key-migration-terms#Migration (accessed 8 September 2019).
In all the models international trade leads to changes in the distribution of production factors, enables growth and causes wage convergence between trade partners. These effects occur because growth in trade sharpens competition, leading the more competitive enterprises to reduce their production costs by operating more efficiently and improving their productivity. And this wage convergence reduces the incentive to emigrate to a wealthier country in search of a better living. There is therefore an element of substitution between trade and migration: without trade wage differences create an incentive to move to countries where they are higher; trade reduces the incentive to migrate by encouraging wage convergence, growth and poverty reduction.

Yet these theoretical observations provide only a broad-brush description of the actual effects of trade policy. In fact some of the fundamental premises of the neo-classical model (the “perfect market”) do not really apply in reality and this distorts the findings. One case in point is the idea that the adjustment processes caused by heightened competition are immediate and costless (absence of transaction costs). For example, a person who becomes unemployed immediately finds a new job. Another assumption is perfect market transparency: All economic actors are always fully informed about all relevant factors (prices, costs, new jobs). In reality, adjustment processes are associated with significant social and economic costs.

Between 1980 and the mid-1990s many countries unilaterally liberalised their trade under World Bank structural adjustment programmes, and by the mid-1990s it was time to take stock. In the mid-1990s, two studies on the relationship between trade and growth rates concluded that countries with open economies (including poor, resource-dependent countries) demonstrated considerably stronger growth than countries with closed economies and protectionist economic policies. Fundamentally both pairs of authors sought to prove that it always made political sense for a country to integrate into the global market.

Firstly, they argued, this allowed them to exploit comparative cost advantages and realise economies of scale by participating in a larger market. Secondly, open economies were less susceptible to lobbying and rent-seeking (in the sense of market actors seeking to acquire privileges to boost their own income, such as tax breaks or protective tariffs). Thirdly, they said, international trade improved the availability of technology. In fact, however, these studies only demonstrated that a country’s external orientation is one important factor for sustainable success and economic growth. But to conclude that it was the sole cause of success is just as false as the opposite line of argument, the idea that the faults of liberalisation prove that protectionism leads to growth.

In many cases the disjoint between neoclassical model and reality was glaring. Trade liberalisation is undeniably associated with short-term negative effects ranging from unemployment to the collapse of entire sectors. Workers are not infinitely flexible, and for most it is not an option to shift seamlessly from dying industries to new dynamic sectors. Developments contradicting the assumptions of economic theory were in fact observed in Kenya, Tanzania and Zimbabwe, where firms responded to import competition by curtailing their output rather than seeking to improve their efficiency. Even in rich countries, integration in global markets certainly cannot be said to have led automatically to a reduction in poverty. The fear of trade critics is therefore that those who find their economic perspectives destroyed by trade liberalisation will set off to seek opportunities in other countries.

The New Trade Theory in the 1980s/90s expanded the neoclassical theory, drawing attention to increasing economies of scale, imperfect markets, external effects and the existence of different technologies in

---


7 For one such critique, see Francisco J. Marí, “Fischerei-, Agrar-, Wirtschaftspolitik: Wie die EU Hunger und Armut in Afrika schafft”, in Fluchtursachen “Made in Europe”, ed. Braunsdorf (see note 1), 27 – 32.
different countries. This also cast new light on the relationship between trade and migration. For example, if technological differences rather than differences in factor endowment are seen as the basis of trade, trade and migration can have complementary effects.

Trade means contact, which facilitates migration.

New Institutional Economics investigates the role of information and transaction costs that are neglected by the neoclassical theory. Institutions with formal rules, informal restrictions and relevant implementation mechanisms are established to reduce the costs of transactions. Institutions are themselves associated with costs. According to Douglass C. North, the success of an economy stands and falls with how it deals with transaction costs. This supplies another new starting point for examining the relationship between trade and migration.

Empirical Evidence and Econometric Models: Does Trade Increase or Decrease Migration?

Trade between countries implies contact between people. And being better informed about a country makes it easier to decide to move there, especially if personal ties already exist. Both these aspects — contact and ties — can be intensified by expanding of trade relations. Trade also leads to economic change: new sectors appear, others are lost, people feel compelled to follow their sources of employment. If people are having to relocate anyway, the inhibition to moving abroad is already lower. It is therefore plausible that closer trade relations also encourage migration, in the sense of a correlation between the two.

Conversely, a correlation is observed between trade protectionism and a reduction in migration, as demonstrated by the comprehensive model put forward by Rosmaiza Abdul Ghani and colleagues. Although they emphasise that correlation does not prove causation, they arrive at a conclusion that trade protectionism leads to a decrease in migration.

It is, however, a great challenge to move beyond correlation in empirical investigations of the relationship between migration and trade: adequate migration data is lacking and isolating trade liberalisation from other influencing factors is methodologically tricky. The few deeper analyses of the effects of trade flows on migration therefore say relatively little about the underlying causalities. An investigation of the interaction between trade and migration in the scope of the free trade agreements concluded between the European Union and the Mediterranean states between 1970 and 2000 concludes that increasing exports led to growing migration. The author therefore rejects the assumption of the neoclassical theory (which is also found in politics), that liberalisation and expansion of external trade reduces migration. But the study says nothing about long-term effects that might potentially reverse the effect. The reason for the observed relationship is thought to be that international trade strengthens the connections between states and thus facilitates migration. But the model used in the study also demonstrates that the relationship is weaker if the effects of factors as dis-

---

14 Mahendra, *Trade Liberalisation and Migration Hump* (see note 9), 10f.
Migration and Trade: Theoretical Advances and Empirical Observations

The length of time before the migration hump was followed by about fifteen years of increasing establishment of the North American Free Trade Area was an effect of trade liberalisation. For instance, the establishment of the New World Free Trade Area was already discussed in 1986 by the Commission for the Study of International Migration and Cooperative Economic Development, which investigated these questions on behalf of the US government.17

Later studies confirmed that the migration hump was an effect of trade liberalisation. For instance, the establishment of the North American Free Trade Area was followed by about fifteen years of increasing migration from Mexico to the United States — but a decrease after that. The length of time before the downturn in migration depends on the technological “head start” of the industrialised country (for example in relation to advantages of mass production), on the extent of income differences, and on the adjustment costs to the developing country associated with the changing circumstances caused by a trade agreement. Other studies concluded that trade liberalisation encouraged migration in the short term but reduced it in the longer term through the emergence of new trade flows and growth. This so-called “migration hump” was already discussed in 1986 by the Commission for the Study of International Migration and Cooperative Economic Development, which investigated these questions on behalf of the US government.17

Trade liberalisation stimulates migration in the short term, but reduces it in the long term.

One study points out that different ex-ante estimates and ex-post calculations on the same topic arrive at contradictory findings.18

In an analysis based on econometric studies, the European Commission identifies the existence of a diaspora as the most important driver of outward migration from Africa (see Figure). “Trade” and “Share of urban population” share second place, “Income differential” follows. According to this research, migration flows are most strongly inhibited when per capita GDP and population are both growing.19 But this relativises the findings suggesting that international trade is of great importance for migration and instead places the latter in relation to the trend of GDP per capita. As already demonstrated in 1997 by a comprehensive gravity model of trade flows, trade changes proportionally to GDP where population size is constant and is inhibited where an increase in GDP is attributable to population growth alone. The explanation for this is that a country with population growth will tend to look inward because it can realise economies of scale within its own markets and is therefore less reliant on trade.20 Absolute and per capita GDP are thus important explanatory factors for both trade and migration.

Within Africa, according to UNCTAD, the strong demand for labour in growth sectors is in most cases the main cause of migration. Rwanda has achieved strong economic growth, partly through foreign direct investment, and has attracted highly qualified workers from elsewhere in East Africa (labour migration being normal within Africa). Ethiopia’s growing formal economy is an important driving force for migration, with special economic zones contributing to industrialisation and creating employment in the footwear, textiles and clothing sectors. These new industries work overwhelmingly for the export economy. In the Horn of Africa informal trade also plays an important role.

Migrants from the West African state of Burkina Faso migrate to work in agriculture and forestry in

---

18 Mahendra, Trade Liberalisation and Migration Hump (see note 9).
Gabon. According to UNCTAD, this type of labour migration in export sectors is frequently associated with the use of unqualified child labour in agriculture, in domestic service and in the informal sector. This also applies to migration originating in Burkina Faso, from where children travel above all to Côte d'Ivoire to work in the cocoa sector. In the aforementioned cases there is a connection to the topic of trade, but not to specific instruments such as free trade agreements. Instead migration is incentivised by earning opportunities in specific sectors, in these cases export sectors.\(^\text{21}\)

The correlation between trade and migration is weaker within Africa than for Africa’s relationships with Asia.\(^\text{22}\) This is another indication that there must be other important explanatory factors for migration, which could potentially be more important than the trade flows.

### Income and Migration

Both the theories and the empirical evidence suggest that change in standard of living is an important factor in explaining migration flows. But closer examination reveals that the relationship is by no means as clear-cut as one might assume. As a rule, very little migration occurs where per-capita income is very low: people simply cannot afford to relocate. But when annual per-capita income rises to $7,000 to $13,000 more choose to migrate; above that level the propensity declines again.\(^\text{23}\) This produces the aforementioned migration hump, whose peak is identified with different income levels depending on the source.\(^\text{24}\)

However, when individual countries are tracked over multiple decades the findings on the relationship between per-capita income and migration diverge enormously. One reason for this could be that the periods investigated — generally fifteen to twenty-five years — are too short to reflect the entire transition. If one believes that the migration hump can also explain developments within an individual country, then one must expect very long transitional periods before the peak is reached.\(^\text{25}\) Assuming 3 percent annual growth in per-capita income, a country

---

\(^\text{21}\) UNCTAD, *Economic Development in Africa* (see note 16).

\(^\text{22}\) European Commission, *Many More to Come? Migration from and within Africa* (Luxembourg: Joint Research Centre, 2018), 22.

\(^\text{23}\) Ibid. See also Clemens, *Does Development Reduce Migration?* (see note 12).

\(^\text{24}\) Clemens identifies the peak at “an income per capita of roughly PPP$5,000—6,000 (today’s Jordan or Jamaica)”, in *Does Development Reduce Migration?* (see note 12), 5.

\(^\text{25}\) Wilbur Zelinsky (1971) coined the term “mobility transition” to describe this, quoted in ibid. (see note 12), 10.
at the level of development of Niger or Burundi will need forty-two years; for countries at the level of Cambodia or Zambia the figure would be sixty-three years. And it must be remembered that 3 percent is a relatively high growth rate for per-capita income. In 2017 it was achieved by only thirteen countries in Sub-Saharan Africa (Benin, Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Mauritius, Rwanda, Senegal, Seychelles, Tanzania); the mean for the region as a whole was — 0.2 percent, because steady population growth means that good economic performance is not reflected in significant increases in per-capita GDP.26

According to Michael A. Clemens, the causes for rising migration rates before the peak of the hump are declining child mortality (which increases population pressure), growing financial flexibility (because a minimum level of resources are required to be able to migrate), structural change and internal labour migration, increasing inequality and awareness thereof, and the expansion of legal immigration opportunities in receiving countries.27 A special role is played by migration networks, in other words the existence of a diaspora. Most migrants move to regions where they already have family and/or friends and prospects of employment. This connection between country of origin and receiving country can play a role in further consolidating migration flows.28

Thu Hien Dao and colleagues on the other hand focus on the positive correlations between per-capita GDP and growth in the low-income phase, and find that the level of qualifications in the population and (otherwise unspecified) macroeconomic explanations outweigh microeconomic factors based on existing individual contacts to the diaspora. Their explanation for the correlation is that growth leads to broader tertiary education and thus expands the most mobile group.29

Migration deepens trade flows between countries.

The econometric models tell us little of substance about causalities between per-capita GDP and migration. As for the correlation between trade and migration, few general conclusions can be drawn — aside from identifying a correlation between the two factors. The more detailed the models the more diverse the findings. Nor does identification of the migration hump as a phenomenon in itself say anything about the development of a specific country.

Does Migration Lead to More or Less Trade?

While it is unclear whether expanding trade encourages or discourages migration, it is uncontested that migration deepens trade relations between the countries involved.30 Empirical studies show that migration stimulates exports from the receiving country more strongly where the migrants are highly qualified and where the countries of origin and destination are linguistically and/or culturally very different. Migrants from countries where a very rare language is spoken or where corruption, legal insecurity and weak institutions predominate can make an important contribution in the receiving country, by improving the understanding of how their country of origin functions and consolidating the connection to their complicated home markets. In economic terms this makes it easier to overcome informal trade barriers and thus lowers trade costs.31 Migrants are, for instance, capable of accessing and supplying information about customers and procurement opportunities. Trade and productivity in the receiving country may thus profit from their cultural and technological

27 Clemens, Does Development Reduce Migration? (see note 12), 9ff.
28 Martin and Taylor, “The Anatomy of a Migration Hump” (see note 17).
abilities. A quantification of this phenomenon for the OECD states found that a 1 percent increase in migration was equivalent to lowering import tariffs by 3.7 percent, in the case of highly qualified labour migrants and strongly differentiated products the figure can be as high as 21.7 percent.\(^\text{32}\) UNCTAD investigated the same phenomenon for migration within Africa and also came to a positive finding.\(^\text{33}\) But this export-boosting effect in the receiving country only occurs if the immigrants are integrated in its economy and labour market. The effect is, as intimated, greater the better qualified the migrant workers are. And especially highly qualified workers are especially mobile.

This equation leaves the countries of origin bearing the burden of brain drain. As well as losing their investment in training the emigrants, they may also forfeit tax revenues and face a general deterioration of perspectives. Sub-Saharan Africa, as the region containing most of the world’s poorest countries, is especially severely affected. More than 20 percent of those who have received a tertiary education there today live in OECD countries.\(^\text{34}\) The problem is exacerbated by the fact that higherqualified workers are generally better able to bear the costs of migration and more likely to be admitted by the OECD countries. Especially many have migrated to industrialised countries experiencing labour shortages, notably in the information technology and communications sectors.\(^\text{35}\) The WTO did, however, point out at the end of the 1990s that certain countries trained more workers than their labour markets were able to absorb,\(^\text{36}\) which in these cases relativised the brain drain issue.

Immigration also tends to stimulate imports in the receiving countries, because many immigrants retain their consumer preferences and are able to arrange corresponding imports through their contacts in their country of origin. For instance UNCTAD found that the growing diasporas created by intra-African migration have led above all to a rise in food imports from the countries of origin.\(^\text{37}\) For countries of origin in turn, the diaspora frequently becomes an important source of capital (via remittances and investments) as well as know-how and technology.\(^\text{38}\) The volume of remittances has increased significantly since 2000. In 2010 they represented 42 percent of private capital inflows to Africa; by 2016 this had increased to 51 percent.\(^\text{39}\) These inflows — which exceed total private investment — can in turn invigorate trade flows.

It is empirically clear that migration has a stimulating effect on imports and exports. And, as Ghani and colleagues demonstrate, restricting migration has inhibiting effects on international trade.\(^\text{40}\)

---

33 UNCTAD, Migration for Structural Transformation (see note 16), 102.
37 UNCTAD, Migration for Structural Transformation (see note 16), 98.
39 UNCTAD, Migration for Structural Transformation (see note 16), 135.
40 Ghani et al., A Gravity Model Estimation (see note 13).
The Role of Migration in Trade Policy

Given that neoclassical international trade theory automatically assumes that expanding trade reduces migration, a specific examination of the role of migration in relation to trade policy instruments would appear superfluous. Indeed, the term “migration” is absent from the WTO rules and one searches in vain in WTO texts for references to the work of other institutions dealing with migration, such as the International Organisation for Migration (IOM). Yet in fact the issue of labour migration has been a topic in trade negotiations for more than two decades — but under a different label.

**GATS – Market Opening for Supply of Services by Natural Persons**

The General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) came into effect in 1995, as one outcome of the very comprehensive last round of negotiations on liberalising world trade (the Uruguay Round). GATS is explicitly not about labour migration. Its object is movement of people across borders to supply services. In practice, however, this also creates legal possibilities for labour migration. The Agreement defines four Modes of cross-border trade in services:

- **Mode 1**: Cross-border trade (example: insurance services offered abroad)
- **Mode 2**: Consumption abroad (example: tourism)
- **Mode 3**: Commercial presence (service supplier establishes a branch or subsidiary abroad; example: car rental abroad)
- **Mode 4**: Presence of natural persons (example: care workers).

An Annex specifies that Mode 4 applies to “measures affecting natural persons who are service suppliers of a Member, and natural persons of a Member who are employed by a service supplier of a Member, in respect of the supply of a service”.

The mainstream interpretation within the WTO is that GATS does not serve to open the possibility of labour migration to persons employed in the importing country (although certain countries do precisely that, including the United States with the so-called H-1B visa).\(^{41}\) The Annex explicitly states that: “The Agreement shall not apply to measures affecting natural persons seeking access to the employment market of a Member.”\(^{42}\) It also clarifies that: “The Agreement shall not prevent a Member from applying measures to regulate the entry of natural persons into, or their temporary stay in, its territory.”

It is, however, almost impossible to make a sharp distinction between “migration” and “Mode 4”, as underlined by a statement published jointly by the IOM, the World Bank and the WTO: “GATS Mode 4 is not a migration agreement, and it was not created with direct regard to the policies, practices and administrative mechanisms utilized by states in managing temporary labour migration. Nonetheless, that is the context within which implementation of existing Mode 4 commitments, and consideration of potential new Mode 4 commitments, takes place.”\(^{43}\) The European Commission notes that “[T]rade agreements, and in particular those negotiated by the EU, aim to steer clear of migration policies, by adopting a different vocabulary (professionals vs. workers, mobility vs. migration) and by underlining the temporary nature and specific purpose of stays.” Yet, as the document goes on to point out: “[I]t is also clear that the liberalisation agreed in those trade agreements cannot have

---


\(^{43}\) IOM, World Bank and WTO, *Background Paper* (see note 35), 2.
any effect as regards entry and temporary stay of natural persons for business purposes if no adequate admission policies are put in place in the host countries. In other words, efforts to draw a clear distinction between trade liberalisation under Mode 4 and arrangements for migration must be understood primarily as a political declaration of intent. It has little basis in reality.

### Negotiating Interests in Mode 4

Countries of origin and destination each have their own economic interests in connection with trade in services supplied by natural persons (Mode 4). States call on other states to open their markets to service exports, and make offers — in effect “concessions” — on opening their own markets to precisely defined services. The term “concessions” springs from the same logic as that followed by the GATS negotiations. Above and beyond the narrow economic interest in trade in services, there is another important reason for including labour migration in the scope of trade talks: Expanding the scope covered by the negotiations makes it easier to achieve an outcome because interests can be balanced across a larger set of issues. If one side — let’s say the EU — agrees to a trade partner’s demand to grant market access to service suppliers, it improves its own chances of receiving concessions in other areas such as market access for goods or intellectual property protections. For example in the WTO’s abortive Doha Round the question of Mode 4 was a major issue for India, which wanted the United States to grant 250,000 additional visas.  

Receiving countries in particular are concerned to avoid losing control over their own immigration policy in the course of liberalisation of trade in services. Opening markets to foreign service suppliers certainly does not mean the same as conceding unrestricted migration. A range of labour market and migration policy instruments is available to ensure this. In the negotiations states have the right to precisely define the professions, periods and conditions for which they open their markets. One example from the EU’s Economic Partnership Agreement with Caribbean states is limited access for fashion models, chefs and music groups. States are free to stipulate how many service providers may enter within a specified period and for how long they may stay; this may be limited to a few months. Importing states generally employ additional instruments such as needs assessments to protect their own service sectors. This allows them to counter the widespread fears that concessions on Mode 4 would lead to the displacement of local workers. While this may be politically expedient, in practice such provisions frequently undermine the agreed concessions. Very rarely are the criteria underlying the needs assessments defined, creating great leeway for inconsistency in their application. Requiring licences and formal qualifications also has inhibiting effects. This applies in particular to the condition (which is included in most schedules) that persons entering under Mode 4 possess a valid employment contract in their country of origin. This naturally subverts the incentive to migrate in the first place.

**Investment (largely from industrialised countries) accounts for 60 percent of trade in services; natural persons account for 5 percent.**

Despite all these restrictions, market opening under Mode 4 is a matter of great political sensitivity. The WTO has concluded that most member states have avoided comprehensive commitments to opening for natural persons under GATS: Not all states have offered commitments under Mode 4, most have added numerous exceptions, and market access bound in the WTO therefore often lags behind the actual market access situation.

---


47 On the following, see WTO, *Presence of Natural Persons* (see note 36), Para. 40.
The Role of Migration in Trade Policy

Motives for export and import of services under Mode 4

Migration countries of origin
- Labour surplus in home market;
- Interest in addressing knowledge deficits through temporary migration of natural persons;
- Remittances from abroad;
- Protect own citizens working abroad.

Migration receiving countries
- Provision of services subject to shortages in the home market (for example carers in ageing societies);
- Interest of multinational enterprises in relocating staff internationally, also to form project teams;
- Interest of investors in uncomplicated business travel;
- Access to first-class services for the home economy.


The Actual Role of Mode 4 in World Trade

Although poorer countries in particular have a great interest in exporting services supplied by natural persons, Mode 4 plays only a marginal role in global trade in services with a share of less than 5 percent. Mode 3, commercial presence in the context of foreign direct investment, accounts for 55 to 60 percent. These trade statistics reflect the power imbalance between industrialised countries and developing countries. Services traded are usually those that are exported principally by industrialised countries that possess a highly qualified workforce and capital seeking investment opportunities. Additionally, the option of temporary migration under Mode 4 is frequently only granted in connection with the trade partner opening their economy to outside investment; many of the concessions apply to movement of staff within corporations. Obviously, poorer countries without significant investments abroad cannot make use of these possibilities.

In addition, the vagueness of the terms used in relation to Mode 4 (business visitors, senior executives) offers greater leeway for diverging national interpretations than is the case with other modes.

Market opening for natural persons in the scope of trade agreements requires national agencies in the participating countries to modify their visa regulations accordingly. This creates great problems in practice, because visa regulations are often not brought into line with new free trade agreements. This further devalues the small number of market access offers granted to date for natural persons. India proposed a solution for this problem in the WTO: a special GATS visa, which would be given administrative priority ahead of other visa applications. Although this does not yet exist at WTO level, some bilateral trade agreements with the United States do provide for such visas. Certain bilateral migration agreements ease access through occupational shortage lists, which obviate the need for case-by-case labour market tests.

The EU is currently working to more closely connect trade and migration policy.

Even unilateral preferences for the Least Developed Countries (LDCs), on the basis the so-called LDC waiver introduced by the WTO in 2011, have failed to significantly stimulate Mode 4 imports from these countries. A waiver is necessary because the WTO rules

51 See Panizzon, Trade and Labor Migration (see note 34), 34.
52 Ibid.; see also the next section, pp. 17f.
53 WTO, Preferential Treatment to Services and Service Suppliers of Least-Developed Countries, WT/L/847 (Geneva, 19 December 2011).

48 Panizzon, Trade and Labor Migration (see note 34).
49 WTO, Presence of Natural Persons (see note 36).
require all countries to be treated equally. The privileges permitted by the waiver are not negotiated between trading nations but granted unilaterally, in this case twenty-five industrialised countries including the EU grant the LDCs time-limited preferences until 2030. However they apply largely to Mode 2, where consumers make use of services abroad. This is an area where there are already few restrictions, so the preference schemes do little more than codify a pre-existing level of liberalisation.\textsuperscript{54} According to the United Nations Committee for Development Policy these arrangements have almost no effect on service exports from this group of countries — least of all in relation to supply of services by natural persons. Moreover, because the preferences are granted unilaterally they can also be taken away again. This uncertainty means they are of less value than the results of trade talks, which are unrestricted.

**Linking Migration and Trade Agreements**

In the greater scheme, labour migration — in the sense of provision of services by natural persons — occupies a marginal place in world trade. This is a function of the domestic political fears that the issue provokes almost everywhere. However the negotiating structure of GATS itself may also contribute to the slowness of progress on concessions on Mode 4. The approach of scrupulously avoiding any impression that this is about labour migration means that the societal risks associated with cross-border movement of persons are neither addressed nor curtailed. There are also technical deficits: the categories of service suppliers are not clearly defined and the structure of the schedules is complicated.

Trade talks and terms also need to be better coordinated with the needs and requirements of national immigration policy. Categorisation under “trade in services” generally creates incoherence with national immigration rules.\textsuperscript{55} Visa regulations, exemptions and other questions of movement of persons still remain explicitly outside the scope of GATS. Action on multiple fronts would be required to bring this sphere into line with national immigration frameworks. The countries of origin would like to see the structure of Mode 4 schedules modified to address their concerns about brain drain; the receiving countries want to ensure that foreign migrants do not overstay their work permits. The researcher Marion Panizzon sees a shared commitment to “ensure the timely and voluntary return of workers” as a precondition for achieving more concessions on Mode 4 within GATS.\textsuperscript{56} That would mean including elements normally found in migration agreements.

**Better coordinate trade and migration instruments.**

The idea of expanding the scope touches on the current fundamental understanding of free trade negotiations, which treats Mode 4 purely as a question of trade. Yet WTO rules and trade agreements do in fact have a bearing on internal regulatory matters, for example in relation to trade facilitation, intellectual property protections and non-tariff barriers. So the proposed changes would not be completely alien to the system. In view of the labour shortages in numerous industrialised countries it might be worth considering combining aspects of trade and migration agreements in order to better address the justified concerns of the receiving countries.

Bilateral migration agreements are still regarded as the primary instrument of labour market management. The International Labour Organisation put the total number of bilateral labour agreements in 2015 at 358.\textsuperscript{57} These agreements permit temporary migration to be controlled within a narrowly defined framework. Since around year 2000 certain countries have expanded the possibilities for temporary migration and sought to improve its effectiveness through a multitude of individual laws and instruments. According to the political scientist and migration researcher Steffen Angenendt, agreements concluded since the global economic crisis of 2008/09 prioritise the goal of restricting irregular migration and ensuring that rejected migrants are repatriated.\textsuperscript{58}


\textsuperscript{55} See Panizzon, *Trade and Labor Migration* (see note 34), 9.

\textsuperscript{56} Ibid., 15, 24.

\textsuperscript{57} Aurelia Segatti, “Bilateral Labour Migration Agreements: Trends and Examples of Good Practice”, presentation at ILO Labour Migration Information-sharing Session, Kadoma Hotel, Zimbabwe, 16 – 17 July 2015.

The Role of Migration in Trade Policy

graphic ageing and the growing shortages of skilled labour affecting most industrialised countries will also play a role in future.

The ILO’s Model Agreement on Temporary and Permanent Migration for Employment of 1949 has in the meantime been revised and expanded. It contains comprehensive texts covering all aspects of dealing with labour migration, from working conditions and social insurance to double taxation and return. But the main thrust of the Model Agreement is defining the framework for labour migration, rather than describing possible jobs. There is therefore little overlap between it and the GATS rules for Mode 4, even though they would actually complement each other very well: although trade concessions in the sphere of services and movement of persons precisely define the possible areas of employment for labour migrants, they exclude the aspects that the Model Agreement proposes to regulate.

Finding the correct balance between regulation and liberalisation is a great challenge. A comprehensive study by the ILO reviewed more than 151 bilateral agreements and memoranda of understanding on migration of low skilled workers and laid out recommendations. Some of these relate to mechanisms that are already common in free trade agreements, and in some cases have already been tested in practice. For instance “a system for regular monitoring and periodic evaluation” is proposed, principally through joint committees. EU trade agreements already contain such instruments, which could be supplemented with migration aspects in connection with Mode 4. The ILO also advises “using multilateral and regional forums and regional integration areas to arrive at consensus on mutually beneficial improvements to agreements and minimum standards”. This would also suggest using regional trade negotiations on services for the issue of migration/Mode 4, for example in connection with economic partnership agreements with the European Union. Other proposals made in the ILO study resemble those that have already been put forward in connection with free trade agreements. Thus it would be important to support implementation of trade agreements by initiating reforms in other areas. For the area of migration that would mean for example minimum wages, social insurance regimes and reintegration measures.

---


Findings of the Analytical Section

Beyond the observed correlations, an unambiguous relation between trade liberalisation and migration cannot be demonstrated empirically. Investigations to date arrive at strongly diverging findings depending on which additional factors are included: trade can sometimes contribute to increasing migration, sometimes decreasing it, or other factors may affect both.

It turns out that a series of factors associated with trade flows are also important explanatory factors for migration flows. Per-capita GDP is especially important. But this also raises the fundamental question of the extent to which international trade can contribute to sustainable economic development.

Combining the discussion around New Trade Theory and New Institutional Economics with empirical observations produces differentiated policy recommendations for leveraging trade policy to promote growth and development as the necessary long-term basis for disincentivising migration. The prevailing opinion until the early 1990s — that the free market with minimum state intervention was the ideal basis for economic development — has in the meantime been rejected. More recent research suggests that much more complex policy approaches are required to do justice to the diversity of situations of LDCs:

- The globalisation process produces winners and losers. Which countries these are depends on multiple factors: historical happenstance, concrete economic structure, level of development, geographical proximity to flourishing economic centres. Successful trade policy must therefore take each country’s specific situation into account: trade does not automatically lead to convergence. The new models therefore stress “the necessity of autonomous development in the periphery”.62

- Trade reforms must be embedded in broader reform strategies. Although all countries with sustained growth have lowered trade barriers, but trade reforms could only prove successful where other restrictions were also addressed at the same time through prudent economic policy, expansion of trade-related infrastructure and institutions, and investment in human capital.63 Efficiency can be enhanced by reducing internal and external trade costs, including those for infrastructure, as well as market opening for intermediate goods.

- Almost all successful countries have implicitly or explicitly promoted their exports. But that worked only where the administration is efficient and well-functioning. Especially in poorer countries this fundamental precondition is not fulfilled.64

- A country will only be able to profit from free flows of trade and capital if it possesses a minimum of institutional capacity and human capital. Otherwise trade liberalisation will lead to instability. Institutional capacities are tied to preconditions: innovation, education and training are among the most important for success under glob-


63 See World Bank, Economic Growth in the 1990s (see note 6), 133 – 55.

64 Ibid.
### Overview 1

#### Relationships between trade and migration according to theoretical, econometric and analytical research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of trade/migration relationship</th>
<th>Explanatory factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Substitution (more trade — less migration)</td>
<td>Trade leads to wage convergence and increase in GDP, which lowers incentive to migrate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclear: Complementarity or substitution</td>
<td>Other motivations than wage differences lead to trade and factor price equalisation (New Trade Theory: economies of scale, technological differences, external effects), trade can stimulate or reduce migration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complementarity (more trade — more migration)</td>
<td>- Trade liberalisation increases per-capita GDP, in turn relaxing financial constraints on migration;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Trade liberalisation leads to adjustment costs (wage reductions or unemployment), which motivate in particular highly qualified individuals to migrate;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Trade liberalisation and adjustment costs principally affect labour-intensive sectors; therefore above all low-qualified workers migrate;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Trade strengthens ties between states and facilitates migration if trade agreements for example ease personal mobility;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Positive correlation between trade and migration, other factors identified as causes of migration, for example strong demand for labour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complementarity (more migration — more trade)</td>
<td>- Existence of a diaspora leads to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- increasing exports from the receiving country because of improved information about the country of origin (emigration networks);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- increasing imports to the receiving country, driven by new consumer preferences;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- more migration because of better information about the receiving country in the country of origin and interest in family reunification;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Correlation because of other factors: growth sectors (investment creates demand for labour which causes both migration and expansion of trade flows).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First more migration, then less</td>
<td>Trade liberalisation initially causes adjustment costs that drive migration. In the long term GDP increases, migration decreases (migration hump).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
alisation. The preconditions for improving productivity and leveraging national comparative advantages include infrastructure and public services.

Contradicting the predominant assumption of the 1980s, trade liberalisation can exacerbate inequality and poverty. Market integration should therefore be backed by social and distribution policies addressing those problems.

**The role of trade policy should not be overestimated as many factors affect migration.**

Many influences and underlying circumstances play a role in deciding whether trade policy helps in the long term to reduce the incentive to migrate as per-capita income rises. Weakening import protections, and even granting easier access to markets, do not automatically lead to rising standards of living. The development and migration policy expectations placed on trade agreements should therefore be kept moderate. The defining factors for a country’s development are above all its internal conditions and strategic support for trade reforms through reforms in other policy areas, through rule of law and good governance. The outcomes of trade agreements thus depend crucially on their implementation. In developing countries this is hampered by inadequate financial, administrative and entrepreneurial capacities.

Against this background, a trade policy that seeks to take into account the connection between trade and migration must make a long-term contribution to sustainable growth perspectives. That requires the scope and shape of trade policy instruments to satisfy certain conditions. The following elements play a role:

- In order to avoid negative effects such as unemployment, sustainability impact assessments must be used to identify the chances and risks for the trading partners before trade agreements are concluded.
- Positive effects of agreements should occur as rapidly as possible. Agreements therefore need to include real market opening for significant export products.
- This demands prudent sequencing of the liberalisation steps foreseen in the agreement: short-term negative effects attributable to the process of adjustment to heightened competition must be avoided where possible through longer transitional periods for lowering import tariffs in endangered sectors. Sectors classified as important for internal development need to be protected.
- On the other hand, tariffs on important production inputs — which may also include services — should be lowered immediately.
- Agreements must be flexible enough to satisfy requirements such as food security and domestic industrial development (protection of infant industries).
- In the case of problematic developments following trade liberalisation it is important to be able to respond with flexible safeguard mechanisms.
- Countries must actually be able to make use of the new market access granted by agreements. But especially in developing countries the capacities and financial prerequisites are frequently lacking. Support for poorer countries through aid for trade is therefore of central importance for successful implementation.
- Aspects of social and ecological sustainability must also be addressed in order to prevent negative effects that cause displacement (such as environmental harm associated with manufacturing).

---


66 Martin and Taylor, “The Anatomy of a Migration Hump” (see note 17).


the most important possible impacts (also of individual trade instruments). But it can only approximate the complex connections between trade instruments and migration flows, and makes no claim to completeness. Nevertheless, it does identify the factors and indicators that are known and must be taken into account in impact analyses.

Effectiveness of the trade instrument
- Are the participating actors/importers in Europe and the producers in the partner country properly informed about the terms of the agreement?
- Do the producers possess the capacities required to increase production?
- Do the internal circumstances — including infrastructure — permit production to be increased? Or do other factors such as access to credit and other production inputs stand in the way of expanding production?
- Does the government pursue export promotion?
- Are other forms of trade-related support available to resolve the aforementioned problems?

Framework condition: trade agreement oriented on sustainable development
- Has real market access been granted on a scale large enough that it cannot be negated by other market factors (general market development, volumes and prices)?
- Have limits to negative effects of trade liberalisation on people and sectors been set through broader reform strategies (social security, education/training policy, labour market policy)? Are long term positive effects on social and ecological standards expected?

Framework condition: internal distribution issues
- Do growing exports actually lead to a reduction in poverty (through wage rises or growing profits for small producers)? Is there freedom of association or are other forms of worker participation available?
- Is the overall distribution of the effects of the agreement socially equitable? Which groups in society profit?
- Distribution issues (local/regional): How does the situation vary in different regions? Are structurally weak regions especially affected (positively and/or negatively)?
- Can short- and long-term effects be differentiated, and if so, to what extent?

How does the agreement affect those willing and able to migrate?
- What attitudes to migration are found among the social groups that gain or lose through the agreements?
- Are there other factors affecting migration? What is the security situation for life and property, in terms of the internal political, social and ecological circumstances?
- Is there a diaspora? Are there links to the local population?
- Does the agreement create possibilities for legal migration?

General framework conditions
- What national political, social and ecological factors affect the country’s development (natural disasters, changing agricultural conditions, new taxes etc.)?
- What international factors might influence economic and social development more strongly than the trade agreement (for example economic and social crisis)?

Overview 2 illustrates how the checklist can be applied, using the example of a putative increase in Tunisia’s olive oil quota in a trade agreement with the European Union.

Perspectives for the Topic of Migration in EU Trade Policy

There are several options for including the topic of migration in trade policy. First it can be introduced directly into free trade agreements by creating possibilities for legal migration, as described above. Free trade agreements usually contain a dispute settlement system. In order to strengthen the incentive to comply with the provision of an agreement, migration issues may even be linked with the possibility of trade sanctions. Trade agreements can also formulate conditionalities with regard to migration issues or preconditions that have to be fulfilled before ratification. Another possibility consists in partner countries identifying forms of cooperation.

In future the EU will integrate migration aspects more closely into its trade policy. That is what the European Commission sets out in its *Trade for All*
Example of application of the checklist for the theoretical case of “increased olive oil quota for Tunisia”

1. **Effectiveness of the trade instrument: increase in olive oil quota**
   - Are importers and exporters aware of the quota increase?
   - Is the administration capable of dealing with the quota, and are import licences also granted to small exporters on a non-discriminatory basis?
   - Does Tunisia possess the capacities required to expand production of olives/olive oil? Are producers interested in doing so?
   - Do the internal circumstances (credit from financial sector, availability of production inputs including infrastructure) permit production to be increased?
   - Is aid for trade planned, in order to provide support (in particular for small and medium-sized enterprises) if problems occur?

2. **Framework condition: trade agreement orientated on sustainable development**
   - Is the quota increase large enough to create an additional incentive for production and export compared to other market factors (general market development, volumes and prices)?
   - Are possible negative effects of trade liberalisation contained?

3. **Internal framework condition distribution issues**
   - Which groups profit from the increase in the olive oil quota? Will the poor rural population also receive a share of the resulting returns? Will wage labourers and small-scale producers receive a share? Is there freedom of association or are other forms of worker participation available?

4. **How does the agreement affect those willing and able to migrate?**
   - What attitudes to migration are found in the olive-growing regions? Are these more remote regions with stable social structures where people tend to be less mobile?
   - Are there other factors in the region that affect migration? Is the internal situation stable? What is the political situation concerning criminality, the social situation concerning levels of inequality or the ecological situation concerning rainfall and environmental conditions? Does an existing diaspora increase the tendency to migrate?

5. **Broader circumstances**
   - Is Tunisia’s democratisation process succeeding? And are economic and political stability and rule of law strengthened?
   - Will the EU’s economic perspectives permit increasing imports from Tunisia?

---

important export sector for the EU, lending it an offensive interest in further liberalisation in this area. The EU accounts for 22 percent of global trade in services (United States 15 percent, China 8 percent) and has a positive balance of trade exceeding €150 billion/year.\(^\text{70}\) If it wants to expand its service exports, the EU will certainly have to demonstrate more flexibility on Mode 4. This is because presence of natural persons to supply services in the EU is the most important offensive trade interest in the area of services for many partner countries, at least on a temporary basis. The European Commission assumes that this issue will remain on the agenda. Additionally, the EU’s immigration rules will have to be coordinated more closely in order to ensure that the market access granted to trading partners under free trade agreements can actually be realised,\(^\text{71}\) given that the EU’s administrative and visa conditions are decisive for whether those supplying services abroad can actually make use of trade preferences granted. Caribbean states have complained about this in no uncertain terms in relation to their economic partnership agreement with the EU.\(^\text{72}\) For instance if a businessperson requires separate visas for different EU countries, this not only increases the time and cost involved, but also complicates scheduling. “[D]evising schemes to fulfil trade commitments and facilitating the admission of third-country nationals for business purposes” is therefore high up the Commission’s agenda.\(^\text{73}\) The language makes it clear that the EU is talking principally about facilitating access for highly skilled workers (“professionals”).

So which aspects will need to be considered if the EU wishes to expand market access under Mode 4 in order to satisfy partner countries’ demands in trade talks? First of all, there are important arguments for addressing the topic of Mode 4 in bilateral or regional contexts rather than multilaterally in the WTO. Market opening at WTO level is comparatively difficult to achieve, because it must apply to all trading partners under the most-favoured nation principle (although exceptions are possible). The context of free trade agreements is more conducive to defining groups of service providers for which access is to be eased in the economic and social interest. Additionally, the smaller number of parties means that the scope of application is more clearly identifiable.

Because of the brain drain issue, which represents a considerable drag on the development opportunities of poorer countries, as well as public resistance in receiving countries, it is recommended — at least at first — to enable migration on a temporary or circular basis. “Circular migration” — where (labour) migrants return at least once to their country of origin before relocating again to the destination country — could make a contribution to know-how transfer to developing countries without causing brain drain and at the same time accommodate the labour needs of ageing societies in the EU. The development idea — that circular migration is in the interests of country of origin, destination country and of the migrants themselves — corresponds to the basic understanding of circular migration.\(^\text{74}\)

For their part, developing countries are advised to link the access they concede for foreign direct investment (an import under Mode 3), to their own demand for market access under Mode 4. The countries of origin of investments could for example commit to enabling temporary migration for the purpose of in-house training. In particular in relation to the demands of the global labour market, working for a period at the headquarters of a multinational cooperation would grant employees from developing countries the opportunity to expand their knowledge and experience.\(^\text{75}\) Although such conditions are prohibited under the WTO Agreement on Trade Related Investment Measures (TRIMS), GATS, whose Mode 3 applies to commercial presence, does permit national restrictions in the schedules. In their own self-interest developing countries should make more use of these flexibilities.

The connection between investment and temporary migration of employees could also be strengthened by closer cooperation between governments in host countries and the private sector in countries of origin. UNCTAD proposes establishing platforms for dialogue and information exchange between private sector and government.\(^\text{76}\) in order to generate employ-

---

\(\text{70}\) European Commission, Fitness Check on EU Legislation on Legal Migration (see note 44), 188.
\(\text{71}\) Ibid., 151.
\(\text{72}\) See Schmieg, Trade and Investment Agreements for Sustainable Development? (see note 68).
\(\text{73}\) European Commission, Fitness Check on EU Legislation on Legal Migration (see note 44), 188.
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\(\text{74}\) European Commission, Fitness Check on EU Legislation on Legal Migration (see note 44).
\(\text{75}\) Panizzon, Trade and Labor Migration (see note 34), 26.
\(\text{76}\) UNCTAD, Migration for Structural Transformation (see note 16), 154.
ment creation projects and counter the negative perceptions of migration. German business has launched an initiative ("Afrika kommt" or "Africa is coming!") to bring successful young Africans to work in German companies for a limited time.\textsuperscript{77} Such initiatives could be productively linked to the implementation of free trade agreements, where cooperation is also required with the businesses that are supposed to be making use of the new opportunities.

It would also be conceivable for the EU to include the topic of migration in future trade agreements, with a conditionality tying restrictions on migration to incentives for trade. Signs of this are found in the \textit{Fitness Check Migration}, which states: “Trade policy should take into account the policy framework for the return and readmission of irregular migrants,”\textsuperscript{78} without further concretising the point.

Conditionality already features in the EU’s trade policy (although not in relation to migration) in the Generalised System of Preferences Plus (GPS+), which was designed as an \textit{incentive} system for sustainable development and good governance. It reduces import tariffs to zero for “vulnerable” low and lower middle income countries that implement twenty-seven international conventions in the areas of human rights, labour rights, environmental protection and good governance. Unilateral trade preferences are thus used to reward countries that make special efforts to improve social and ecological sustainability.

The United States also uses negative conditionality in its preference system, to enforce its own foreign policy objectives. The US African Growth and Opportunity Act (Washington’s system of preferences for states in sub-Saharan Africa) thus grants privileges only to countries that refrain from engaging in “activities that undermine United States national security or foreign policy interests”.\textsuperscript{79} In practice the instrument is used to threaten countries with withdrawal of AGOA trade preferences if they move to apply tariffs that would also affect American exports. This occurred in 2018 for example, when East African countries proposed banning imports of used clothing.\textsuperscript{80}

\begin{quote}
Including sanctions against irregular migration would undermine the fundamental concept of trade agreements.
\end{quote}

Fundamentally it would be possible to apply migration-related conditionalities to trade agreements, for example in relation to returning irregular migrants. Conditionality could even be linked to trade sanctions, such as the reinstatement of tariffs, via the dispute settlement system that is part of every EU trade agreement. However, instrumentalising trade policy for purposes of migration policy would undermine the stability and predictability of the international trade framework, and as such contradict the central objective of trade agreements. It would also mean the EU abandoning its line of not using sanction instruments in trade agreements to enforce foreign policy goals.

\textsuperscript{77} See the initiative’s website: https://afrika-kommt.de/ (accessed 23 January 2019).

\textsuperscript{78} European Commission, \textit{Fitness Check on EU Legislation on Legal Migration} (see note 44), 150.


Migration in Trade Arrangements between the EU and Africa

The question of the extent to which trade policy is connected to migration is especially relevant for Europe in relation to Africa. Although the European Union remains Africa’s most important trade partner, its predominance has waned. In 1995 the members of today’s EU still accounted for more than 40 percent of Africa’s exports; by 2018 the figure had fallen below 25 percent. Africa is not a major trading region for the EU, with a share of 7.1 percent of EU imports and 7.5 percent of exports (2018) — even if the absolute volume (exports and imports) has roughly tripled since year 2000 (to about $350 billion, €307 billion).

More than half of the imports came from just four countries (South Africa, Algeria, Nigeria and Morocco). Sub-Saharan Africa accounts for just 3.7 percent of the EU’s international trade. To this day the EU principally imports raw materials from Africa (with the exception of Morocco) and exports principally manufactured and processed goods. In other words, trade between the EU and African states is asymmetrical. And trade provisions differ depending on country and region (see map).

Migration from Africa, on the other hand, has become an increasingly important issue for the EU. Legal immigration from Africa to Europe was in fact falling until 2012, since when it has remained broadly constant (2016: 288,000). But the numbers of asylum-seekers migrating via irregular channels have spiked, from less than 100,000 per year (until 2013) to more than 200,000 in 2016, largely from Sub-Saharan Africa.

On the basis of the above discussion, two questions are especially relevant for assessing EU trade instruments for Africa and their effects on migration:

1. Does the question of migration play a role in EU trade instruments? This may relate to both irregular migration and associated issues such as repatriation, as well as questions of legal migration and market opening for service providers.
2. Do the details of the trade provisions promise a contribution to sustainable development and to creating future prospects?

Association Agreements with North African states

The EU is linked to the states of North Africa by association agreements concluded under the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership (indicated in yellow on the map). In the scope of the Partnership the EU has free trade agreements — largely restricted to trade in manufactured goods — with all countries apart from Syria and Libya. The EU has also discussed with Morocco and Tunisia the possibility of incorporating wider issues and negotiating deep free trade agreements, including steps towards market opening for services and agriculture. Talks Tunisia are ongoing, but those with Morocco are on hold (as of autumn 2019).

81 UNCTAD, UNCTADstat.
83 European Commission, Many More to Come? (see note 19), 15ff.
Overview: EU trade regimes with African countries and regions
The agreements to date contain no market opening for services and Mode 4, although that is being negotiated with Tunisia. In parallel, and supplementing negotiations for trade liberalisation, talks are held about easier access to short-term visas, and "procedures for the readmission of irregular migrants". As such the talks hew to the objective of the EU’s Trade Strategy and its Fitness Check Migration: to improve coherence between the policy areas of trade and migration.

To assess the extent to which the agreements with North African states can contribute to long-term development perspectives, the first issue is whether the market access granted to trading partners does in fact correspond to their comparative advantages (in other words, offering real opportunities). Because the opening for agriculture in existing association agreements is very limited, important export products remain excluded. North African countries would welcome a significant market opening for products such as olive oil and tomatoes for example, but the burden of such concessions would fall disproportionally on the EU’s Mediterranean member states, which are already struggling economically. Such a move would therefore demand a quid pro quo in the scope of European solidarity. Services too, where Tunisia has an interest in Mode 4, offers potential for expansion.

The agreements with Mediterranean countries and regions were concluded between 1995 (Israel and Tunisia) and 2002 (Lebanon and Algeria). As such they originate from an era when sustainability-related aspects such as workers’ rights, environmental standards and civil society participation did not yet play the role in trade talks that they do today. The current negotiations with Tunisia create an opportunity not only to correct this but also, through asymmetry and flexible safeguard and review clauses, to strengthen the role of sustainable development aspects in the agreements.

---

**Economic Partnership Agreements with African ACP States**

The EU has concluded Economic Partnership Agreements with African states and regions from the ACP group (the African, Caribbean and Pacific states), which currently comprises seventy-nine states (indicated in light green in the map, p. 27). In these asymmetrical agreements the partner countries open up to 80 percent of their markets for EU products while the EU grants them completely tariff- and duty-free access for all goods. The Economic Partnership Agreements were intended to replace the previous unilateral EU trade preferences with a system that conforms to WTO rules, and to serve the topline goals of "sustainable development" and "regional integration of partner countries". Market access conditions for South Africa differ, even though it belongs to the EPA with the members of the SADC. This special status is due to its higher level of development, and it does not receive completely free access to the EU market.

The agreements say nothing specific on the topic of migration. The question of services is also excluded to date. The European Union had originally proposed concluding deep trade agreements whose scope extended beyond trade in goods. This was rejected by the African states, partly out of concern that their limited negotiating capacities would leave them unable to keep track of the possible repercussions. The EU’s EPAs with African countries therefore remain restricted to trade in goods; services, and thus also Mode 4, are excluded. But the possibility does exist to negotiate additional topics at a later date, at which point the partner countries could raise demands on Mode 4. The EPA region of eastern and southern Africa (implemented by Madagascar, Mauritius, Seychelles and Zimbabwe) has in the interim started talks with the EU about potentially deepening the agreement to include services.

The EPAs are free trade agreements whose provisions largely satisfy the requirements of sustainable development. At least in theory they can thus contribute in the long term to addressing the causes of...
Economic Partnership Agreements. For this reason, because it offers much worse market access than the income countries the GS
exports in about two thirds of tariff lines are subject to reduced or zero tariffs.\(^\text{92}\) For the African middle-income countries the GSP is economically irrelevant because it offers much worse market access than the Economic Partnership Agreements. For this reason, most countries in this income group implement an EPA (the few exceptions including Nigeria).\(^\text{93}\) Imports from the poorest countries — the LDCs — are completely exempt from tariffs and quotas under the Everything But Arms initiative of the GSP (shaded red on the map, p. 27). The EU is to date the only region to offer the poorest countries completely free market access — even though WTO member states agreed at the 2005 WTO Ministerial Conference in Hong Kong it should be granted by all industrialised countries and emerging economies.

The GSP leaves the topic of migration to one side. It makes no mention of services, and thus has no bearing their provision by natural persons; all it does is grant trade preferences for goods. Nor does the European GSP presently contain other migration-related provisions or conditionalities.

The EU does however grant the LDCs unilateral preferences under the WTO’s services waiver, also for Mode 4.\(^\text{94}\) It enables, for example, contractual services suppliers in twenty-six fields — including accounting, architecture and environmental services — as well as independent professionals in eleven areas to pursue limited activity within the EU. Relevant activities are subject to a string of conditions. For example a firm that wishes to send staff to the EU must have existed for at least one year; the worker in question must have been employed by the firm for at least one year and must be able to demonstrate three years’ professional experience. Independent professionals can operate for a maximum of six months in the EU (25 weeks in Luxembourg). There are also additional restrictions such as needs assessments. The qualification requirements are mostly tied to the respective national equivalents in the EU member states and access is restricted to degree-holders. Altogether this is likely to mean that the actual utility of the scheme for the LDCs will remain extremely limited. The same also applies to this instrument’s relevance to migration.

---

**Unilateral Trade Preferences**

The EU’s Generalised System of Preferences (GSP) grants privileged market access to all low- and lower-middle-income countries. Under this system their exports in about two-thirds of tariff lines are subject to reduced or zero tariffs.\(^\text{92}\) For the African middle-income countries the GSP is economically irrelevant because it offers much worse market access than the Economic Partnership Agreements. For this reason, most countries in this income group implement an EPA (the few exceptions including Nigeria).\(^\text{93}\) Imports from the poorest countries — the LDCs — are completely exempt from tariffs and quotas under the Everything But Arms initiative of the GSP (shaded red on the map, p. 27). The EU is to date the only region to offer the poorest countries completely free market access — even though WTO member states agreed at the 2005 WTO Ministerial Conference in Hong Kong it should be granted by all industrialised countries and emerging economies.

The GSP leaves the topic of migration to one side. It makes no mention of services, and thus has no bearing their provision by natural persons; all it does is grant trade preferences for goods. Nor does the European GSP presently contain other migration-related provisions or conditionalities.

The EU does however grant the LDCs unilateral preferences under the WTO’s services waiver, also for Mode 4.\(^\text{94}\) It enables, for example, contractual services suppliers in twenty-six fields — including accounting, architecture and environmental services — as well as independent professionals in eleven areas to pursue limited activity within the EU. Relevant activities are subject to a string of conditions. For example a firm that wishes to send staff to the EU must have existed for at least one year; the worker in question must have been employed by the firm for at least one year and must be able to demonstrate three years’ professional experience. Independent professionals can operate for a maximum of six months in the EU (25 weeks in Luxembourg). There are also additional restrictions such as needs assessments. The qualification requirements are mostly tied to the respective national equivalents in the EU member states and access is restricted to degree-holders. Altogether this is likely to mean that the actual utility of the scheme for the LDCs will remain extremely limited. The same also applies to this instrument’s relevance to migration.

---


\(^\text{93}\) Explaining the complicated history of the EPA negotiations is beyond the scope of this study, as is the question of why particular countries participate while others do not. See, for example, Evita Schmieg, “Außenhandel für nachhaltige Entwicklung? Freihandelsabkommen zwischen der EU und dem globalen Süden”, *Aus Politik und Zeitgeschichte* 68, no. 4–5 (2018): 40–46.

Trade policy instruments play virtually no direct role in limiting migration flows. Empirical observations reveal that increasing trade stimulates migration in the short and medium term. To that extent it is important to distinguish between flight and migration. In the long term trade can contribute to combating causes of flight whose grounds lie in poverty. To that end trade agreements should be shaped in such a way as to contribute to sustainable development. All existing agreements with African states and regions leave room for improvement in this respect. Talks are currently under way with Tunisia, and all the Economic Partnership Agreements permit the inclusion of new topics. But the final shape of any agreement depends on the partner countries as well as the EU.

Opening the EU market to products that can actually be exported from the partner countries is central if an agreement is to promote sustainable development and help to combat causes of flight in the long term. Because the EU has already completely opened its market to Sub-Saharan Africa, this is relevant only to South Africa and the countries of North Africa.

But increasing trade will probably at the same time encourage migration, above all by the better-educated. Possibilities of legal migration can reduce the incentive for people to migrate illegally in search of a better life. It lies in the interests of all participating countries to manage these processes in ways that ensure that their effects are positive for all involved. Developing countries want better access to the markets of the EU and other industrialised countries for their service providers, above all in association with the prospect that these individuals will return with new skills and make a contribution to development in their country of origin. Industrialised countries, especially those with ageing societies, have tangible labour needs in multiple service sectors. Active use of Mode 4 in negotiations on services is therefore suitable for creating legal possibilities for migration and balancing the interests of countries of origin and destination. To this end a determined linkage of migration and trade policy instruments is recommended.

Closer cooperation with the private sector would also be helpful. The point is not only to agree which service sectors should be opened. The private sector can also be involved in longer-term processes of circular migration, for example by participating in local vocational training and offering internships and training in the parent company.

Numerous factors lead people to leave their homeland. Some of them, such as the ability to obtain information about possible destination countries, have steadily improved during recent years with the progress in information and communications technology. Additionally, globalisation processes and prior migration flows mean that many people already live outside their country of origin, which makes it easier for those who follow. Trade policy is only one influencing factor among many, and its possible role in migration management must not be overestimated. Nevertheless, there is every reason to take the topic of migration into account when formulating trade policy, especially with regard to legal possibilities of migration and their utilisation in the mutual interest. This will be the EU’s task in the coming years, since the topic of Mode 4 is only going to become more important.
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